Abstract. Along with the progress of era, the development of social economy, more and more high-rise buildings appear in the metropolis. The high-rise building glass cleaner is a dangerous and demanding task. The traditional artificial cleaning method is not only the high cost, low efficiency, and very dangerous. Wipe glass apparatus of innovation and design of the robot are indispensable. Along with the improvement of robot technology, a variety of robot, this to solve the problem of high-rise building glass cleaning supplies a good idea, improve work efficiency, and has certain using value. People also pay more and more attention to intelligent and automation. I designed a fully automatic car wipe glass, simple structure, stable and reliable, easy to operate. The car is running and the glass can be polished to the medial and lateral.
Introduction
With the development of computer technology, people are becoming more and more dependent on the intelligent robot and the demand for it is also very obvious. With the improvement of the intelligent robot technology, national and technical personnel focus more attention on the study of intelligent cleaning-robot. Due to the slow development on the domestic cleaning glass robot, the wiping-glass robot designed for household is in the minority in domestic. Although foreign technology develop faster and do relatively mature product, but the price of it is relatively expensive which is obviously not suitable for most families. We want a low-cost and suitable robot for domestic, which could run automatically and it is outstanding for its simple structure and easy operation. The design should follow the following principles:
(1)Due to the robot is rely on permanent magnets for adsorption, then the robot is adapt for wiping glass of various thickness, and every important components have good Compatibility and disassembly, easy to maintain.
(2)Each component is characterized by simple structure, convenient assembly. (3)The robot is controlled by infrared and the operation is simple. (4)The robot which we design could complete glass cleaning work automatically and realize automation.
Designing Scheme
In this paper, the permanent magnet type of adsorption is pasted on both sides of the glass, and the upper and lower movement is realized. Cleaning glass is divided into two parts: active car and driven car. The two wheels on the active car are controlled by DC geared motor. The car moves forward, backward and turns action are also controlled by the motor. Driven car follows the motion relied on the magnet adsorption. The two on both sides of the car polished to the medial and lateral. We ensure that the car will not fall in the process of moving by adjusting the distance between the permanent magnets through the thickness of the glass. In this system，active car drives driven car moved in the path of the program prepared by the use of microcontroller programming. There are some cleaning tools in both sides of car's chassis finishing the glass wiping work in the process of moving. The internal structure of the front of the trolley[13] is shown in Figure 1 . We can see two wheels in figure, which is separately controlled by two DC geared motor. It is the power source of the car moving. When moving, the wheels contact with the glass face and keeps moving. The car completes forward movement by adjusting the motor forward and the car finishes backward movement by adjusting the reversal of the motor. The car can adjust the speed of the two wheels to realize the car turning when running into obstacles.
The car is outstanding for its closely structure and reasonable arrangement. The figure has four powerful permanent magnets attached to the iron shelf. Active car and driven car's magnetic instead and they could adsorp exactly. Depend on the left side of the magnet are 3 section 18650 lithium batteries and the car agencies have small screws for stability. There are some wiping tools in the front of car's chassis to finish the glass wiping work in the process of moving.
Micro switch buffer mechanism is placed around car. If a corner hits the window edge, bezel frame buffer force will move to the car inside in the car running process. At this time, the torsional spring is forced and touches the micro switch, closes the micro switch dial's piece, causes other cars moving. when the touch of car left the window edge, the buffer restore to its original state gradually and micro-switch's paddle is bounced off under the drive of torsional spring, this action can prevent the micro-switch from triggering the car doing repetitive movements on in a similar way and avoiding the car crash. What we can see in the picture above is an opposite car. There are two wheels mounted on the follow-up surface. We can adjust the lifting mechanism to adapt to cleaning the glass with different thickness and adjust the adsorption of distance between positive and negative magnets to achieve suitable adsorption force at last. Driven car is driven face, it is the power with active car adsorption forces and complete the wiping work relied on it on the glass. Four pieces of permanent magnet adsorpt in the lifting rack. Screw and lift knob are attached to the rack. The upper portion of the housing and the bottom of the knob lean on each other. Lifting frame drives the magnet to action under the support of the shell. There are some wiped tools in opposite car's chassis and glass w work is done in the process of moving. The effect of car adsorpts on the glass is shown in Figure 3 . 
The Control of the Car's Posture
In this system, we adopt PID algorithm to control the motor speed. The principle diagram of the control system is shown in Figure 4 . 
In order to determining factor, we can adopt the method of trial and error to choose. According to the order of taking proportion at first, integral and differential at last. The effect of proportion is respond to deviation in an instant and the strength of the control action is controlled by it; Integral plays the role of eliminating static error while the role of the differential part is based on the change trend of deviation control. 
In the formula,
According to the formula above, we can measure the deviation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we design a wipe glass robot which is suitable for family. The robot can wipe on both inner side and outside of the glass at the same time. This design use type of permanent magnet adsorption and microcontroller programming and plan the car driving route, so as to doing cleaning work.
There still has many shortcomings in this design above, I think that there are many aspects requiring to further study: when the motor driven, the noise is loudly. So it is necessary for us to add Anti-noise device. It is not comprehensive enough for car's gyroscope module designing, so we need to join the kalman filter algorithm until a more accurate car deviation angle are obtained.
